Use of a biophysical-kinetic model to understand the roles of protein binding and membrane partitioning on passive diffusion of highly lipophilic molecules across cellular barriers.
The novel antioxidants U-78517F and U-74006F, or lazaroids, are highly lipophilic organic molecules with poor brain uptake. To understand this paradoxical behavior better, continuous monolayers of Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) epithelial cells with distinct apical (AP) and basolateral (BL) plasma membrane domains grown on polycarbonate membrane filters and plastic were used to examine the mechanism of transcellular diffusion. Independent kinetic experiments were used to quantify AP to BL flux, efflux from the AP and BL membranes and AP membrane partitioning as functions of bovine serum albumin (BSA) concentration. Fluxes were appropriately reduced to permeability coefficients (Pe) for the membrane, aqueous boundary layer (ABL) and filter, BSA-drug binding constants, and effective (Ke) and intrinsic (Kintr) membrane partition coefficients in the absence of metabolism. Both Pe and Ke decreased exponentially with increased BSA concentration and a concomitant decrease in free drug concentration. Uptake was ABL-controlled under the conditions used and its Pe was 1,000-fold faster than that for efflux due to a large Kintr. Therefore, diffusion across the cellular barrier was limited kinetically by the equilibrium between protein-bound drug and free drug partitioned into the cell membrane and the rate-limiting desorption of drug from the cell membrane into the aqueous receiver. This suggests that brain uptake of these lipophilic antioxidants is limited by interactions with plasma proteins and, possibly, by unfavorable partitioning from the endothelium into the underlying tissue. The present biophysical kinetic model is proposed as generally useful in studying the penetrative ability of other membrane interacting molecules.